Abstract. We provide a set of syntactic tools for structuring large collections of logical theories. Their use is demonstrated by a formalisation of algebras that are used in describing the semantics of concepts in programming languages, but also of more general systems.
Introduction
Within the series of RelMiCS, AKA and now RAMiCS conferences we have seen many algebraic theories, starting with relation and Kleene algebras, which have diversified considerably to cover more and more application areas. Still, many of them share a significant common core, and hence it seems adequate to think about their connections in a systematic way. At the same time, some of the theories are quite complex. This is similar to the situation in programming, where one tries to cope with that using suitable structuring mechanisms, such as inheritance and encapsulation.
In the present paper we attempt a similar structured presentation of some essential RAMiCS theories. While there is already some work in that direction in connection with treating these theories with automatic theorem provers [6, 15, 29, 30] , we try to modularise further in a number of new and perhaps unusual ways to pinpoint more clearly which parts of the theories depend on which others.
Of course, there is already a lot of work on structuring larger formal theories. There is the long series of languages designed in the field of algebraic specification,
. They all comprise some sort of structuring mechanism, and many show notational similarity to what we will use in the present paper. However, by their nature they are mostly restricted to first-order equational logic, whereas we will be more liberal. There is also work on structuring specifications in Edinburgh LCF [40, 56] . General structured specification frameworks based on category theory appear in [12, 16, 20, 58, 60, 61] . And there is the interesting dependently typed functional language Agda [1] with proof assistant, which also allows expressing structured theories.
What we present here deviates from these approaches in that we introduce a number of additional construction mechanisms. Moreover, we forego the definition of a semantics in terms of operations on model classes or of pushouts/colimits. Rather, we view our structuring tools as syntactic devices that abbreviate certain compounds of formulas and can be re-used and instantiated to exhibit common and recurring parts of specifications. For their meaning we rely on the standard semantics of first-order and higher-order logic.
In motivating the particular ingredients of the theories we present we frequently resort to their use in specifying the semantics of transition systems and the like. However, as it has been demonstrated in many excellent papers throughout this series of conferences, the theories have much wider applicability, and we hope that our methods of structuring will help in extending the algebraic treatment to many further areas.
Theories and Definitions
A theory has a name and may have an imports clause that specifies on which other theories it depends, a list of sorts (i.e., names for carrier sets), a list of operators and a list of predicates, each with their typing, a list of axioms (which should be independent) and a list of properties, starting with the keyword derives, that follow from the axioms. We will only write down the non-empty ones of these; list items are separated by the symbol | | or line breaks, sometimes also by a horizontal line. For space limitations we usually list only a few of the more interesting/important derived properties. The operators and predicates are called the constituents of the theory. Occasionally we will mark certain constituents as hidden, since they only have auxiliary character for formulating certain axioms in a more convenient and generic way. All non-hidden constituents are visible to the outside and can be imported by other theories. A theory may also contain a list of typed variables that are used in the axioms or derived properties. We omit the explicit definition of variables whose type can be inferred from the typing of the operators and predicates that are applied to them. We use the standard convention that all free variables in a logical formula are implicitly universally quantified.
Definitions are similar to theories except that they do not contain axioms. Rather they give, following the keywords defined by, definitional equalities or equivalences for each of their constituents. The only exception are new constants that may be added without giving particular properties for them.
The distinction between theories and definitions is purely for documentation purposes. For brevity we will refer to them uniformly as (building) blocks. Blocks may be freely imported and/or instantiated , possibly under renaming. For the latter we use simple positional notation, listing the new names between parentheses after the block name. The meaning of an import is simple replacement of the block name by its body (with renaming if specified). If no renaming list is given, the block is imported with its original names. Hence upon import of several blocks into another one, identical names mean identical constituents.
An instantiated block may also be used in the axioms, defined by or derives parts of other blocks; in this case its constituent information is ignored and only the logical formulas in its body are copied in (under renaming if specified). In this case the block serves as a function from constituent names to sets of formulas.
